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Floor Plan Automation & Field Activity Routing Reporting

Case Study

see. plan. manage. protect.

FDNY has amassed the largest GIS repository of building floor plans
in the world to help prevent loss of life.
Beginning in 2006, the City of New York required the
owners of ‘Class E’ high-rise office buildings of greater
than 15 stories to file Emergency Action Plans for each of
their buildings in the five boroughs of the city. Geospatial
technology has helped with this daunting task.

The Solution
PenBay Solutions used its expertise in geospatial technology
to create floor plan automation tools for FDNY and deliver GIS
solutions for field and office use at the Bureau of Fire Prevention.

PENBAY HAS
SUPPORTED FDNY
IN SEVERAL WAYS
INCLUDING:

The Challenge
Following this request, the
Fire Department of New York

• Delivering web-based tools
to upload/geo-reference
floor plans to real world
coordinates

(FDNY) was charged with
reviewing the building plans
and emergency action plans
(EAPs) submitted by building

• Cataloging the building
floor plans in a secure
enterprise database

owners to ensure they were
in accordance with local

• Providing floor-specific
building drawings with
annotation and mark-up
capabilities

laws. In order to follow fire
prevention mandates, FDNY
found the need for tools to
successfully evaluate building
and floor plans, review EAPs
and conduct inspections. These

Using floor specific building plans with annotation and mark-up
capabilities, users can create or access information to successfully
evaluate buildings and floor plans.

• Assisting them in
automating 16,000 floor plans for the EAP review
process

critical reviews ensure the
safety of firefighters using floor plans and diagrams as they
enter buildings – and of the people within the building as
they leave via evacuation routes.

• Providing an easy to use
web-based search and retrieval
system for floor plans

•

Allowing them to view floor plans in the context of
surrounding buildings/infrastructure

www.penbaysolutions.com

FDNY

Floor Plan Automation & Field Activity Routing Reporting
The Building Explorer
application gives
users an intuitive
overview of building
information so they
can make better informed
decisions about reviewing emergency
action plans and conducting inspections.

The Bureau is also deploying mobile devices that will
allow field inspectors to automate their enforcement
and documentation activities by managing their route
assignments, surveys, and inspection results and
maintain real-time indicators for expanded oversight and
reporting. PenBay developed a custom, mobile handheld
application for these inspectors in the field. The mobile
client interfaces with the floor plan repository via GIS as a
framework for understanding and collecting location data
associated with inspection records.
On the server side, floor plans are pulled from New York City’s
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene-hosted Floor Plan
Portal for loading onto mobile devices. The floor plans are
available for use throughout a given inspection schedule
to assign ‘place’ to in-building inspection data. This mobile
solution gives FDNY access to a floor plan along with the
ability to assign point locations to code violations, permits
and equipment. With this solution, FDNY has the capability
to view multiple floors in a building, allowing the inspection
workforce to see if the building complies with local fire laws.

In addition to the creation of high quality software, the PenBay
technical team has provided FDNY with documentation for:
• Functional requirements
• Systems architecture and design specifications
• Integration plans
• Test plans for PenBay deliverables and integrated
components
• Training material for both end users and system
administrators
Most recently, FDNY has added InVision SecureSM to their
PenBay software solution. InVision Secure offers a series of
tools to extend the power of GIS inside the building footprint,
addressing public safety and security concerns and revealing
critical infrastructure.

The Benefits
Using tools developed by PenBay for streamlined

PenBay has also developed a command and

the capability to click on a particular
floor in question and pull up the floor plan
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stack. The application also provides

world to help prevent loss of life not
only for fire personnel, but for one
of the country’s largest coordinated
first responder communities.
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exploded view of the building floor

repository of building floor plans in the
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‘roll over’ feature that reveals an
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floor stack and gives the user a
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a 3D representation of the building

been able to amass the largest GIS
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data creation and cataloging, FDNY has
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control ‘Building Explorer,’ a custom
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for more detailed information.

Learn more about how an InVision facilities GIS solution can benefit your organization!
Contact PenBay Solutions at info@penbaysolutions.com or call +1 207.230.0182.
InVision is a registered service mark of PenBay Solutions, LLC, in the USA and/or other countries. All other brand names, product
names or trademarks belong to their respective holders. © 2013 PenBay Solutions, LLC. All rights reserved.
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